
8/27/18 8:00 pm Zoom Meeting  
 

Meeting ID: 835-729-936 
Phone Numbers: 408-638-0968 (please use this one), 877-853-5247, 646-876-9923, 

877-369-0926 
 

Moment of Silence followed by Serenity Prayer 
 

Roll Call 
 

Approve the Minutes 
 

 
 

Reports: 
 

Chairperson - Paul 
Secretary - Gabe 
Treasurer - Bob  
Literature - Kip 
 
Attended: Paul, Bob, Brett (from an airplane), and Kelly. 
 
Sharing Session: 
 
Share Away! 
 
Old Business: 
 
Check is in the regional account. Barrow gave 285. Money in regional account, Bob not a signer 
yet. Tony needs to take care of Regional bank stuff. 1700 bucks outreach. Next region meeting 
October 6.  
 
Setting up an 800 zoom line will cost us money to get people from villages the the outreach 
meetings. 1400 through zoom. Cheaper through another 800 number service. End goal is 
nightly meetings, on calendar, with 800 number and zoom all set up. 
 
Brett says there is very little participation with the stand alone zoom meeting. The hybrid 
meeting in Nenana combined with the zoom line is much better. Brett feels more a part of with 
hybrid than stand alone zoom. We haven't tried it in a big meeting.  
 
It is brought up that we should be careful with zoom meetings so that they are not not set up 
poorly and so that people will come back.  



 
Fairbanks Nooner isn’t too into it. Bob homegroup member and so is Kelly. Bob suggests that 
the nooner starts by doing it once per week.  
 
Healy meeting starting may start up soon.  
 
We don't need to worry too much about the 800 number until we get more participation from 
established groups.  
 
Make business card with website, zoom info, email. Bring a small amount of cards to 
convention. Bob will send out a business card. 
 
Sunday meeting. Need nooner church password.  
 
Maybe get some local groups to host before next outreach meeting. 
 
We received literature from Arizona. Lots of intro pamphlets and books. 
 
Kelly suggests a device. Shawn or Kelly have laptops that can do it. Kelly’s device would have a 
microphone, possibly a screen, he says sound and audio are important so people come back 
and aren't annoyed. Paul has a microphone. Speaker. We could try simulating it at the nooner.  
 
Paul will test mics and speaker after Sunday meeting this week.  
 
Bob will get host zoom 6 digit pin. This will be useful in case the Zoom meeting moderator has 
to mute a disruptive or accidentally noisy participant. 
 
Get nooner church password. Bob will get it. 
 
Extra phone. Can spin phone and mute people who don't mute themselves with zoom “dj”. 
 
New Business: 
 
Nominations/Action Items/Motions...  
 
Next Meeting 7:00 pm September 24th. 


